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Abstract
Planning theory has shifted over time in response to changes in broader social and philosophical theory as well as changes
in the material world. Postmodernism and poststructuralism dislodged modernist, rational and technical approaches to
planning. Consensualist decision-making theories of the 1980s took forms of communicative and collaborative planning,
drawing on Habermasian concepts of power and society. These positions, along with refinements and critiques within the
field, have been hegemonic in planning theory ever since. They are, in most cases, presented at a high level of abstraction,
make little reference to the political and social contexts in which they are based, and hold an unspoken assumption that
they are of universal value, i.e. valid everywhere. Not only does this suggest important research methodology errors but
it also renders these theories of little use in those parts of the world which are contextually very different from theory
origin—in most cases, the global North. A more recent ‘southern turn’ across a range of social science disciplines, and in
planning theory, suggests the possibility of a foundational shift toward theories which acknowledge their situatedness in
time and place, and which recognize that extensive global difference in cities and regions renders universalized theorising
and narrow conceptual models (especially in planning theory, given its relevance for practice) as invalid. New southern
theorising in planning is drawing on a range of ideas on societal conflict, informality, identity and ethnicity. Postcolonialism
and coloniality have provided a useful frame for situating places historically and geographically in relation to the rest of
the world. However, the newness of these explorations still warrants the labelling of this shift as a ‘southern theorizing
project’ in planning rather than a suggestion that southern planning theory has emerged.
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1. Introduction
Over the last several decades the field of planning the-
ory has splintered into a large number of different and
competing positions, many of which have more recently
been challenged epistemologically by theorists taking a
southern and postcolonial perspective. Broader philo-
sophical shifts in cognate disciplines towards post struc-
tural and postmodern thinking undoubtedly broke the
monopoly of the modernist, rational, technical planning
model which held sway in the 1950s and 1960s. But plan-
ning thought has also been influenced by changing so-
cial, political and material conditions across the globe:
the shifting relationship between planning and markets;
the declining dominance of the state in some parts of
the world in managing change in the built environment;
and new global issues such as sustainability and climate
change, urban and regional inequalities, ethnic and iden-
tity claims and migration. The purpose of this article
is to argue that a “foundational” (Allmendinger, 2002)
shift is occurring in planning theory as new perspec-
tives question some of the fundamental assumptions of
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previous planning ideas. These southern theorists take
both global (relational) and local (recognizing the impor-
tance of context and place) views, and while it is far too
early to suggest a coherent southern position, the arti-
cle offers some examples of emergent thinking and their
commonalities.
The first part of this article gives an overview of these
multiple strands of contemporary ‘mainstream’ planning
thought and traces their sources of influence which, in
themselves, are often overlapping and interwoven. The
second part of the article then argues that these posi-
tions have a common epistemological base which has
been open to challenge fromplanning theorists question-
ing their validity and generalizability. Southern planning
theorizing (a broad term covering distinct strands and re-
gional variation) starts from different premises and dif-
ferent sets of assumptions, and different ambitions as to
where and how such theory can be useful.
2. The Splintering of Postmodern Planning Theory
The rational, technical, planning model of the 1950s
and 1960s had origins within a positivist epistemology,
rooted in the enlightenment tradition of modernity, and
was concerned primarily with procedural planning issues.
In keeping with its intellectual informants, this model as-
sumed that through “the application of scientific knowl-
edge and reason to human affairs, it would be possible
to build a better world, in which the sum of human hap-
piness and welfare would be increased” (Healey, 1992,
p. 145), and that this could be achieved by the applica-
tion of a scientifically rational method by rational indi-
viduals (planners). This method took the form of a set of
steps managed by the planner. Engagement with stake-
holders and communities was not part of this process
and the planners’ role was that of the technical expert
in managing the process.
The 1980s saw a philosophical break from the domi-
nance of a modernist, positivist orientation in a number
of social science disciplines, and a shift towards ‘post-
positivism’ which Allmendinger (2002, p. 87) defines as:
• “a rejection of positivist understandings and
methodologies (including naturalism) and em-
braces instead approaches that contextualize the-
ories and disciplines in larger social and historical
contexts;
• normative criteria for deciding between compet-
ing theories;
• the ubiquity of variance in explanations and theo-
ries; and
• an understanding of individuals as self-interpret-
ing, autonomous subjects.”
Postmodernism, post-structuralism and post-positivism
in the social sciences found expression in a range of new
social theories which planning theorists drew on to find
new ways to explain and suggest roles for planning. All-
mendinger (2002, p. 77) describes planning theory in
the 1980s as being in a “hyperactive state” giving rise to
new theories such as neoliberal and public choice per-
spectives; postmodern planning; neo-pragmatism; polit-
ical economy approaches and collaborative planning. In
the years since Allmendinger’s 2002 attempt to provide
a typology of planning theory this hyperactivity and di-
versification has continued. There have been critiques
and refinements of earlier post-positivist planning theo-
ries as well as further new planning ideas drawing on so-
cial science thinking on complexity, assemblages, actor-
network theory, power, feminism, ethnicity, race and
identity politics, the post-political, new institutionalism,
post-colonialism and issues such as rights, informality,
resistance, environment and climate change, technol-
ogy and more. Debates on planning ethics and values
have also continued, cutting across many of these issues
and ideas.
2.1. Communicative and Collaborative Planning Theory
In the early days of the post-positivist shift, commu-
nicative and collaborative planning had a clear domi-
nance and critiques and refinements of these strands of
theory, often drawing on other social science concepts,
are still very evident in journal publications. In two top-
ranked planning theory journals (Planning Theory and
the Journal of Planning Education and Research) arti-
cles in this field still (August 2016) occupy four out of
the top five ‘most cited’ listings. It is therefore worth
elaborating on these areas of planning theory, strands
within them, and their epistemological standpoint, be-
fore moving on to how different positionings of plan-
ning theory are emerging from a global and ‘southern’
theory perspective.
Communicative and collaborative planning ideas
emerged as early post-positivist theoretical moves. Both
served to shift attention away from finding ‘objective
laws’ to govern social behaviour towards the socially-
constructed ways in which social norms and practices
are produced, legitimated, become hegemonic and are
transformed. Both were inspired by Habermasian com-
municative theory but place and context, as well as lo-
cally dominant intellectual traditions, underlie the emer-
gence of the two different but related sets of ideas.
In the United States, John Friedmann (1973) offered
an early critique of the rational planning model and a
recognition of the importance of interpersonal relations
in effective planning. At about the same time Donald
Schon (1971, 1983) also began to develop an interest
in how professionals learn through doing, rather than
drawing on abstract rules or theories. In developing this
line of thought, John Forester (1989) used Habermas
and critical pragmatist thinking (and its links on this con-
tinent to the ideas of Rorty) to draw attention to the
way public professionals collaborate in practice. Innes
(1995) developed ideas of how planners acquire knowl-
edge in practice in consensus-building processes. Gen-
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erally these theorists argued for a focus on action and
research rather than on abstract theory in the develop-
ment of planning processes (Hoch, 1994). The term ‘com-
municative planning’, linked to these ideas, focuses on
the social relations which connect actors together and
the dynamics of these relations in planning practice.
In the UK, Patsy Healey drew, in part, on Giddens’s
structuration ideas and the European perspective of in-
dividuals embedded in constraining institutional and so-
cial relations (Healey, 1997a) to understand the work
of planners and how institutions shaped plan-making.1
She adopted the term ‘collaborative planning’ with em-
phasis on the institutional context within which these
processes take place. Norwegian planning theorist Tore
Sager (1994), as well, used Habermasian ideas of com-
municative rationality, but was also influenced by critical
pragmatism and Foucault’s perspective on power.
Allmendinger’s (2002, p. 93) noting of geographi-
cal difference is significant: he suggests that US-based
thinkers were responding to the nature of planning in
theUSwhichwas “more varied and fluid both institution-
ally and in terms of processes and ends”, while British
and European thinkers were responding to a context
“where more uniform and concrete processes and insti-
tutions help structure outcomes and ends”. However,
changing the scalar lens through which to understand
these positions highlights their commonalities. Planning
theorists on both sides of the Atlantic were immersed
in planning in advanced capitalist economies where the
nature of cities and regions, their institutional capaci-
ties and management, and the functioning of civil soci-
ety, were (and still are) very different from many other
parts of the world. And, argues Allmendinger (2002, p.
93), they shared a similar world view, paradigm or “fram-
ing theory” in planning which he describes as “a reflex-
ive modernist frame [which] points towards a realist on-
tology”. Their realist position is at variance with main-
stream postmodernism and also with those ideas which
celebrate societal difference: communicative and collab-
orative planning processes acknowledge difference but
then work towards a Habermasian idea of consensus.
Further, theorists continue the interest of rational sci-
entific planning in a focus on decision-making processes
in planning rather than outcomes (Yiftachel, 1989). The
work of the Fainsteins (2013) has been a significant ex-
ception here.
A central source of common thinking for collabora-
tive and communicative planning lies in the work of Ju-
rgen Habermas’ communication theory and his under-
standing of how power operates in processes of dialogue
(Harris, 2002; Purcell, 2009). With a concern to protect
and extend democracy, Habermas conceptualizes the
“life-world” (or public sphere) as separate from and out-
side “the system” of formal economy and government.
Within the life-world it is possible for rational and in-
herently democratic human beings to reach consensus,
and co-ordinate action, through the process of commu-
nication (communicative rationality). Here the “force of
the better argument” will determine the final validity of
a particular position. Habermas recognizes that commu-
nication can be distorted in various ways and puts for-
ward a set of criteria, or discourse ethics, to guide com-
munication processes: if processes are inclusive, empa-
thetic, and open, and if existing power differences be-
tween participants can be neutralized, then the outcome
of such a process can be considered valid (Habermas,
1990a, 1990b). For many communicative planning theo-
rists, this has come to mean that the aim of planning is a
just process, and that if the process is just, the outcome
(for example, the achievement of socially just cities) will
be as well (see Fainstein & Fainstein, 2013).
Communicative and collaborative planning theorists
(although in different ways) echo Habermas’ faith in civil
society as a source of democracy, and as a vehicle for
placing pressure on the state to act more responsively.
Healey refers to the “democratic deficit” (the distance
between the state and civil society), and argues that plan-
ning “seeks ways of recovering a new participatory real-
ization of democracy and of reconstituting a vigorous, in-
clusive public realm that can focus the activity of gover-
nance according to the concerns of civil society” (Healey,
1999, p. 119). The state, in terms of this position, is there-
fore downgraded as a role player relative to non-state ac-
tors, and civil society is seen as themain standard-bearer
of the democratic project.
Habermas’ assumption regarding the potentially con-
sensual nature of discourse in the public sphere has
also influenced communicative planning theorists (see
Huxley, 2000), although to varying degrees. While writ-
ers in this school do not deny the operation of power,
the hope still holds that if communication processes are
correctly managed (according to Habermas’ discourse
ethics), then it is possible for voluntary but binding agree-
ments to be reached. Basic to their position is an as-
sumption of universal citizenship, where differences be-
tween actors occur mainly at the level of speech or ideas
and can be overcome through argumentation.2 Thus:
“the power of dominant discourses can be challenged at
the level of dialogue; through the power of knowledge-
able, reflective discourse; through good arguments; and
through the transformations that come as people learn
to understand and respect each other across their dif-
ferences and conflicts” (Healey, 1999, p. 119). Healey re-
fines the idea of universal citizenship further to acknowl-
edge that communicating groups may operate within
different “systems of meaning”, which means that “we
see things differently because words, phrases, expres-
sions, objects, are interpreted differently according to
our frame of reference” (Healey, 1992, p. 152). The
assumption remains that these differences can be ac-
commodated in a consensus-seeking process (Flyvbjerg,
1998; Purcell, 2009).
1 Important early published sources of these ideas are Forester (1989) and Healey (1992, 1997b).
2 Noting that John Forester has insisted that he did not hold with imaginary ideals of speech but rather with the power of planning in practice.
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2.2. Critiques and Shifts
The centrality of communicative and collaborative po-
sitions in planning theory over the last two and a half
decades has inevitably given rise to numerous critiques,
as well as refinement of the ideas by early proponents
and others. The wide and ever-expanding field of post-
modern social science theory has been a source of many
of these ideas.
It is not possible here to do justice to this rich field of
theorising and this section will focus on just one aspect
which has inspired critique and which has also proved
to be a source of ideas for southern thinkers. Haber-
mas assumes that communicating groups are involved
in dialogue on relatively equal terms, and power imbal-
ances inherent in patriarchal, class-based (or ethnicity or
race-based) societies, or in different or conflicting world-
views, will either not find their way into these processes,
or can somehow bemanaged. This could be seen as a lib-
eral conception of societywithin a prevailingwestern phi-
losophy which assumes consensus as an unquestioned
possibility. But, as mentioned above, this sits uneasily
with those postmodern theories which recognize and cel-
ebrate social difference.
The “cultural turn” in social theory raised interest
in how culture and context shapes knowledge and be-
haviour (Storper, 2001) and inspired an important strand
of planning theory concerned with how planning can
functionwhere there are social divides and conflicts. New
work widened the range of sources from which differ-
ence can emerge in planning: class or material circum-
stances, ethnicity, gender, age, race, religion, sexuality,
world-view etc. The clear connection between cultural
difference and place (or context) also introduced (pos-
sibly for the first time) a recognition that universalized
(or place-blind) planning theory had its limitations. Wat-
son (2002), for example, argued that governance, the na-
ture of civil society, and relationships to land and place
are very different in the African context. The work of
Fincher and Jacobs (1998) in urban theory was important
here. Bringing together cultural, political and economic
positions on difference, together with a perspective on
place and location, they produced a “located politics of
difference” (Watson, 2006). Fincher and Jacobs (1998) de-
scribe the major shift in thinking about difference which
is away from something that is pre-given and fixed to
something that is socially produced and multiply located.
What this points to, they argue, is themultiplicity of differ-
ences thatmay cohere around any one person: “social dis-
tinctions are constituted in specific contexts throughmul-
tiple and interpenetrating axes of difference…and at any
one timewemay be fixed into or strategicallymobilize dif-
ferent aspects of the array of differences through which
our embodied selves are known” (p. 9). Which aspect
dominates is not haphazard: often the attribute to be em-
phasized is that which contributes most significantly to a
subject’s marginalization or empowerment and this can
and does vary significantly with place, and time.
However, new planning ideas on difference usu-
ally broke with the concept of universal citizenship
without necessarily recognizing place-based difference.
Leonie Sandercock’s work (1998) on multiculturalism
questioned what constituted citizenship, how this is frag-
mented by identity, and the role of the planner in re-
lation to this question. As opposed to the idea of uni-
versal citizenship, her society is structured by relation-
ships between culturally different groups, based on sexu-
ality, ethnicity, gender or race. This diversity needs to be
celebrated rather than repressed: that is, the claims of
groups need to be recognized and facilitated. Sandercock
is not just interested in recognizing difference in procedu-
ral terms (in order tomove towards amore homogenous
or equal society); she is interested in “substantive differ-
ence”, or affirming a society made up of different groups
(Storper, 2001).
In many other ways, however, Sandercock’s multicul-
turalism had a great deal in common with collaborative
and communicative planning theories. She held with the
notion of civil society as an autonomous site of resistance
and social movements as primary agents of change. She
placed her own work within what she terms a “radical
planning model”, with roots in advocacy planning, hap-
pening most often outside the formal structures of state
and economy. Her work focused on agency and “the lo-
cal”, and on the kinds of processes and discourses which
shape planning debates. As Beauregard (1998) noted,
both communicative planning theorists andmulticultural
theory shifted the emphasis in planning theory from out-
comes to process and from consequences to conscious-
ness.Multicultural planning also retained aHabermasian
concept of power in the process of communication, a po-
sition which had attracted extensive critique from Fou-
cauldian planning theorists by the late 1990s (Flyvbjerg,
1998: Huxley & Yiftachel, 2000).
Planning theorists have continued to write about so-
cial difference and identity, but this has not been a dom-
inant strand in the field, and generally these ideas have
not taken up Fincher and Jacob’s point about the equiv-
alent importance of place or location in constructing
strategically mobilized difference. Many of these (main-
stream) planning ideas make no reference to their con-
textual informants and assume a space-blind or universal
applicability to their concepts very much along the lines
of planning theories which have preceded them. Excep-
tions emerge from scholars who worked outside of the
global North and in those parts of the world where differ-
ences are obvious (seeWatson, 2012). The contributions
of Caroline Moser, Carole Rakodi and Suzanne Speak to
planning and gender theory are an example. Oren Yif-
tachel, whose writing on ethnicity, identity, land and
planning is informed by the context of Israel/Palestine,
has been an important voice arguing for recognition
that much of mainstream planning theory, which claims
universality, is in fact shaped by a global North con-
text (Yiftachel, 2006a, 2006b). The article now turns to
an emerging “framing” (Allmendinger’s term) of plan-
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ning theory which questions some existing and perva-
sive foundational assumptions: in particular claims of
universality, failure to recognize the role of context and
failure to acknowledge relational historical forces which
bind together and continue to shape different parts of
the world.
3. The Southern Theorizing Project in Planning
Over the last decade or so a new set of planning ideas
has emerged primarily from theorists working in, or inter-
ested in, the global South. This is a diverse set of theorists
who have contributed in many different ways from differ-
ent contexts. They draw on different social theories to in-
form their planning ideas, but in doing so they join schol-
ars in a number of other disciplineswhich have taken a re-
cent “southern turn”.3 The termglobal South is usedhere,
and by other southern theorists, to mean far more than
a geographical South: “It references an entire history of
colonialism, neo-imperialism, and differential economic
and social change through which large inequalities in liv-
ing standards, life expectancy and access to resources are
maintained; and opens new possibilities in politics and
social science” (Dados & Connell, 2012, p. 13).
3.1. Challenging Global North Theory
Much planning theory to date has been produced by
scholars located in the global North (Stiftel &Mukhopad-
hyay, 2007), although this is beginning to shift. Much
of this theorising makes some important methodologi-
cal errors: this is not specific to planning theory but, it
can be argued, can also be found in disciplines on which
planning theory draws. Firstly, authors fail to specify the
contextual informants of their research, in other words
the precise nature of cities, planning systems, institu-
tional culture, civil society etc. onwhich their conclusions
are based. As Allmendinger (2002) showed for planning
(see above) even small differences in these between the
US and the UK resulted in the two rather different ap-
proaches of communicative and collaborative planning
theory. Healey’s (1997a, 2003, p. 117) comment that she
sees her own work situated in “a particular North-west
European experience” is an important recognition of this
kind of influence, but there are few theorists who lo-
cate their work in this way. Newer literature is starting to
recognize this problem: for example see Hytönen (2016)
who uses the case of Finland to argue that sources of le-
gitimacy in public planning might be fundamentally dif-
ferent outside of the Anglo-American tradition. But gen-
erally there is a failure in much current planning theory
to recognize and surface the very significant differences
between various parts of the world, especially between
global North and South and also within these regions.
Informants of cities and planning are not only local:
there are also wider and global influences of intellectual
ideas and material context. Some southern planning the-
orists argue that planning cannot be understood outside
of the reality of postcolonialism or coloniality, wherever
it is studied. Social scientist Mignolo (2007, p. 476) holds
that modernity and coloniality are relational and insepa-
rably interlinked, and an understanding of modernity re-
quires that its (ongoing) global project is taken into ac-
count: “There is no modernity without coloniality”. Or
as Jacobs (1996) has put it: London (for example) must
be understood as a postcolonial city because of the way
its colonial past shapes its present. Urban and planning
theorist Ananya Roy (2009) uses the term “worlding” of
cities to emphasise their linking into global circuits of var-
ious kinds, creating ever-shifting cores and peripheries,
and emphasising the importance of understanding the
world in an inter-connected and inter-relational way.
A second, and related,methodological error is to gen-
eralise findings from unspecified and unlocated infor-
mants to the rest of the world, in other words the in-
correct universalizing of theory based on research in just
one region of the world. Planning theory is not alone
in doing this, in fact claiming universal relevance for
global North ideas is a defining characteristic of post-
Enlightenment thinking and has allowed and perpetu-
ated northern theoretical hegemony across the disci-
plines. In sociology, Connell (2007, p. ix) questions the
“belief that social science can have only one, universal
body of concepts and methods, the one created in the
global North”. In urban studies, a recent attempt by Scott
and Storper (2014) to claim all cities can be understood
through a single conceptual model of the dynamics of ag-
glomeration and the unfolding of an associated nexus of
locations, land uses and human interactions, has been
roundly critiqued (see Robinson & Roy, 2015, and oth-
ers). The challenge from the latter authors is that this
model is located in an understanding of (a handful of)
global North cities and does not hold in most other parts
of the world. The counter from Scott and Storper (2014),
that city difference across the globe simply expresses em-
pirical variation and does not warrant other theoretical
models is, Robinson and Roy (2015) argue, a misreading
of historical difference as empirical difference.
Dissatisfaction with global North planning theory
which simply does not ‘fit’ outside of this context, in plan-
ning theory as well as in other disciplines, has given rise
to new theorizing which in part aims to unsettle and cri-
tique northern theory and also to pave the way for new
thinking about planning theory and practices.
3.2. Southern Planning Theory?
Planning theorists challenging the foundational “fram-
ing” of much current planning theory through writing
about, from, or in relation to, planning and the mate-
rial and social world outside of the global North, do not
necessarily all refer to themselves as southern planning
3 In the social sciences (Comaroff & Comaroff, 2012; Connell, 2007; Rosa, 2014); in urban studies Robinson and Roy (2015); and in gender studies Connell
(2014) and Morrell (2016). See Connell (2014) for southern theory across a wide range of disciplines.
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theorists. Yet there are common elements that link their
work: questioning the unsupported universalizing of the-
ory from one small part of the world (the global North)
to everywhere else; challenging the assumptions (often
unspecified) on which these ideas are based; paying at-
tention to global and historical forces which shape dif-
ferent parts of the world and the nature of the links and
relationships between them; recognizing the importance
of place and context and using “situated” knowledge of
what happens there to speak back to theory (but not to
all other places, as universalized theory tries to do); and
recognizing that the extent of difference between places
and people goes beyond minor empirical variation and
requires new conceptual thinking.
These planning theorists have drawn on global his-
torical processes (capitalism, imperialism, postcolonial-
ism); local, in-depth understanding of particular cities
and regions; and various forms of community resistance,
to raise new ideas. A common thread which runs across
many of these new ideas is the need to understand
and work with the fundamental divisions and conflicts
which shape societies in all parts of the world, but of-
ten more severely in global South regions. Habermasian
concepts of power and consensual dialogue as a plan-
ning approach seem to be particularly inappropriate in
these contexts. The idea that planning operates in con-
texts characterised by “conflicting rationalities” (Watson,
2003) between states and markets driven by the logic of
modernization, control and profit, and poorer commu-
nities driven by the logic of survival, has been one way
of framing these divisions. But the nature of these log-
ics and conflicts varies across the global South, as more
recent work in this area has shown—see below.
The case study research method is often used and in-
fluential new literature is emerging in the urban studies
field on the value of comparative case research across
global North and South (see Robinson, 2014). In planning,
the single case method has long been useful where the
aim is to document and analyse real-life planning events
in order to build and test theory, noting a centralmethod-
ological rule that it is not possible to generalize from one
case to all other cases (Flyvbjerg, 2004). The complexity
and diversity of urbanisms and urban processes which
emerge from in-depth case study work on southern con-
texts support the contention that the very different pro-
cesses and factors which produce cities defy the possibil-
ity of capture in a single universal theoretical model, as
Scott and Storper (2014) suggest.
In a recent article Oren Yiftachel (2016) responds to
these debates in urban and planning theory to suggest
a different epistemology of learning about South(east)
cities. Drawing on a deep understanding of a single city—
Jerusalem—he argues that cities like this can be used,
not as universal models, but as a window to see the
relational nature of urban forces, the rise of new cat-
egories and concepts, and the transformations which
they bring about over time. In the case of Jerusalem
it would be impossible to understand the city through
one theoretical position or category: “powerful colo-
nial, capitalist, religious, national, gender and military
forces—and many sites of resistance—have co-shaped
the city…(and)…have fluctuated in the levels of dom-
inance over time” (p. 485). He emphasizes the multi-
ple structural, and often conflicting, urban logics which
shape cities, and the nature of their interaction in a par-
ticular (identified) place, producing and shaping ‘real’
urban spaces (p. 488). Understanding these logics and
power relations through the planning and development
of the city, as he suggests, clearly offers a very different
approach to planning theory.
Yiftachel (2016) builds on his work on ethnically-
motivated spatial change in Israel/Palestine and else-
where. His particular concern is with ethnicity ‘at home’
where ethno-nationalistic states use space and (ethno-
cratic) planning as a tool of political repression against
ethnically marginalized castes, races, religions or cul-
tures: the Palestinians in Israel or African people in
apartheid South Africa, for example. In developing this
line of argument, Yiftachel (2006b, 2009) argues that eth-
nocracy produces ‘gray’ spaces which only partially in-
corporate the ethnically marginalized and which lie be-
tween the legal and the illegal of formal planning sys-
tems. These ‘informal’ settlements have planning permis-
sion withheld as a deliberate tactic of political exclusion:
ethnocratic states therefore use and promote informality
as a way of containing the ‘ungovernable’.
In a further example of using a southern case to
speak back to planning and urban theory, Gautam Bhan
(2016) draws on research on “basti” (informal settle-
ment) evictions in Delhi, India, to challenge the dynam-
ics of contemporary urbanism across ‘urban peripheries’
more generally. Evictions are a process which has gath-
ered pace in Delhi and other large cities of the South,
as the economic value of urban land rises and a ‘middle-
class’ urban aesthetic takes hold. This can be described
as an “elite insurgent urban citizenship that produces
and claims the city” (p. 152) and which has displaced
the urban poor from both urban land and the develop-
mental imagination. While urban control takes strength
from the involvement of the courts in Delhi planning pro-
cesses, basti-dwellers are constantly marginalized and
impoverished by these processes. This research allows
Bhan to suggest new southern theorization of the “judi-
cialization” of planning, of urban citizenship and of im-
poverishment and inequality.
Postcolonial theorizing (in all its diversity and recog-
nizing colonisation as an ongoing process–as coloniality)
has had a major influence on southern thinkers in plan-
ning and other disciplines. Libby Porter (2010) draws on
in-depth research in Australia and other settler-colonies,
to expose the ways in which Western planning ideas
stereotype culture, persist in the dominance of Western
norms and laws and exclude other voices of difference
and dissent as a process of dispossession of indigenous
populations. Ananya Roy (see 2015 and numerous earlier
publications) has called for paying attention to theway in
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which the “field of action” is structured by imperial prac-
tices, and to question taken-for-granted theoretical cat-
egories such as formal/informal, global cities and so on.
She calls for new ways of understanding the dynamics of
urbanism and for taking into account global processes of
“worlding” (the “art of being global”) rather than concep-
tions dominated by world city and global city discourses.
Faranak Miraftab argues that a liberal notion of in-
clusion in planning may recognize difference and call
for citizen participation but does not challenge power
and merely incorporates differences (Miraftab, in press).
Building on an earlier radical tradition of insurgency in
planning (and JamesHolston’swork in Latin America) she
takes the idea of “insurgent planning” to colonial and
postcolonial contexts and to a reliance on the direct ac-
tions of citizens to bring about change. She proposes
a framework structured by the concepts of “invited”
spaces of action (sanctioned and tolerated by dominant
groups) and “invented” spaces of action (opened up
through resistance and ostracized and criminalized by
dominant groups). With similar concerns but in the dif-
ferent context of Southeast and Central Asia, Nihal Per-
era (2016) argues that subaltern classes are often unable
to engage in open protest where state or corporation-
produced space does not fit their needs. However, they
shape urban space in more subtle and covert ways
through “indigenization” of space.
The project of building new planning theory “from
the South” is still in its infancy but the flurry of new
ideas suggests a revival of the “hyperactivity” in plan-
ning theory which Allmendinger noted at the time of the
demise of the rational scientific planning model. How-
ever, there is as yet no clarity as to what is southern plan-
ning theorizing, how it contributes to intervention (plan-
ning action), and how it will deal with the difficult issue
of generalization.
3.3. The Project of Building Planning Theory/ies “From
the South”
The newness of many of the explorations still warrants
the labelling of this shift as a “southern theorizing
project” in planning rather than a claim that southern
planning theory has emerged. Currently such a project
confronts a number of challenges. The issue of theoret-
ical generalization raises the question: would southern
planning theory not create dangerous binaries between
theory for the North and theory for the South? Or is
there a danger that it would repeat the parochialism of
current Northern planning theory, which produces uni-
versal generalizations on the basis of contextual assump-
tions of planning in cities in relatively small and a-typical
regions of the world? Would it not suggest that both
global North and South regions and cities are relatively
homogenous areas capable of categorization, when they
are known to be highly diverse, continually in flux and
generally resistant to categorization? These objections
are justifiable: we cannot aim to replace Northern plan-
ning theory with Southern planning theory, or set up ar-
tificial binaries between North and South, and certainly
knowledge of cities in the global South, and the planning
ideas which they might inspire, can neither be general-
ized to the global North, nor generalized across the very
diverse territories of the global South.
Southern theorists all emphasise the importance of
context and place instead of seeking to create univer-
salized theory. But some degree of generalization is re-
quired in research if we are not to treat each city or place
as entirely unique. Southern social theorist Raewyn Con-
nell insists that a form of generalization, through the col-
lective practice of social scientists, has “a crucial episte-
mological function”. “Theory”, she argues, “is thewaywe
speak beyond the single case. It involves imagination, the
search for patterns, the critique of data. It is how we get
the criteria for comparisons and the terms of a diagno-
sis” (Connell, 2007, p. 225). But, she concludes, it is also
about knowing the limits of such theory and where it
does not apply.
This suggests some kind of meso-level of theorizing
in which ideas are more or less useful in different parts
of the world. But Connell cautions against “mosaic epis-
temologies” which involve “separate knowledge systems
(that) sit beside each other like tiles in a mosaic, each
based on a specific culture or historical experience, and
each having its own claims to validity” (Connell, 2015, p.
59). They offer a clear alternative to universal knowledge
but they tend to be fixed, subject to reification and un-
able to engage reflexively with other knowledge systems.
On the other hand, solidarity-based epistemology allows
“mutual learning on a world scale, in which different for-
mations of knowledge are respected but enter into ed-
ucational relations with each other” (Connell, 2015, p.
59). It requires, she suggests, a common orientation to
social justice at the world scale framed by a postcolo-
nial perspective. In a different approach to meso-level
theorizing, Patsy Healy (2012) argues for the need to un-
derstand the “contingent universals” of any situation: in
other words, understanding what is specific to a place
and what can be shared learning across different locali-
ties and contexts.
A related question on southern theorizing has to do
with its purpose. In anthropology the Comaroffs (2012)
say their interest is in the effect of the South on theoris-
ingmore generally, taking the position that southern sen-
sitivity generates critical perspectives through being “ec-
centric”. Contradictions can be understood better from
“outside”, they argue. So their interest, they say, is not
in a geographical south but in “southness as eccentric-
ity”. In sociology Connell (2014) argues for uncovering
and recognizing a globally operating “political economy
of knowledge” which shapes and controls (through re-
search funding, university rankings, journal publication
etc.) the kind of knowledge produced in Southern re-
gions and marginalizes its contribution to dominant the-
oretical production. She suggests that southern theory
is not so much about making different propositions, but
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about different knowledge practices: to start learning in
new ways and with new relationships.
I hold with the Nietzschean idea of perspectivism:
that all ideas come from a particular perspective or posi-
tion and there is no one truth or answer to planning prob-
lems that can be applicable in all contexts. The notion of
perspectivism has been used as well in feminist theory
(in particular the work of Donna Haraway, 1991) which
challenged the belief in objectivity in science and “the
view fromno-where”. This implies that planning research
and practice needs to be firmly located in a place (or con-
text), that the values and objectives of planning in that
place are always surfaced, that concepts fromother parts
of theworld can be tested (not simply applied) in context
and new ideas (not ‘best practices’) can feed back to the
growing and diverse international ‘pot’ of planning theo-
ries and concepts.
4. Conclusion
The field of planning theory has seen some significant
shifts over the past several decades, usually influenced
by theoretical shifts in other cognate disciplines and by
shifts in theworld’s political, economic and social dynam-
ics. While more recent planning theory has fragmented
in numerous different directions and theoretical areas,
a growing critique in related disciplines (especially ur-
ban studies) which questions the universalizing of North-
ern concepts to the rest of the world, has been par-
alleled by similar shifts in planning. As this article has
argued, this can be seen as proposing a foundational
shift as it questions the epistemological roots of much
current theorizing.
While a fertile area of research appears to have
opened up, one which can hopefully generate a more in-
ternational body of work on planning and draw in many
new voices from parts of the world previously silent,
southern theorizing is still limited in terms of both con-
tributors and scope. Particularly important, however, is
that thinking needs tomove beyond an understanding of
contexts and into what this means for planning practice.
Healey (2012) proposes transnational learning through
detailed narrative case studies of planning which then
carry these “origin narratives” with them if and when
their relevance to other contexts is considered. As she
recognizes, however, this will not overcome the deep di-
vides and conflicts, and antagonistic norms, which char-
acterise so many places. It is hard to escape the real-
ity that developing planning strategies in any context is
an inherently political process in which, frequently, plan-
ning ideas become attached to a political project involv-
ing domination of one group by another (and one might
add, involving patronage and corruption as well). There
is no shortage of issues for southern theorizers to tackle.
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